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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present end-to-end and speech embedding based systems trained in a self-supervised fashion to participate in the ACM Multimedia 2022 ComParE Challenge, specifically the stuttering sub-challenge. In particular, we exploit the embeddings from the pre-trained Wav2Vec2.0 model for stuttering detection (SD) on the KSoF dataset. After embedding extraction, we benchmark with several methods for SD. Our proposed self-supervised based SD system achieves a UAR of 36.9% and 41.0% on validation and test sets respectively, which is 31.32% (validation set) and 1.49% (test set) higher than the best (DeepSpectrum) challenge baseline (CBL). Moreover, we show that concatenating layer embeddings with Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) features further improves the UAR of 33.81% and 5.45% on validation and test sets respectively over the CBL. Finally, we demonstrate that the summing information across all the layers of Wav2Vec2.0 surpasses the CBL by a relative margin of 45.91% and 5.69% on validation and test sets respectively.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Stuttering is a speech impairment that impairs a person’s ability to communicate and is a neuro-developmental speech disorder mostly characterized by involuntarily blocks/stop gaps, repetitions, prolongations, and interjections [7, 34]. These uncontrolled utterances are usually accompanied by psychological and linguistic variabilities [9, 13]. In addition, unique behaviors such as head shaking, lip tremors, fast eye blinks, and unusual lip shapes are commonly associated with these uncontrolled utterances [9]. These unique abnormal behaviors make it difficult for people who stutter (PWS) to communicate properly and, as a result, have a detrimental impact on their lives [3]. Speech therapy is frequently used by PWS to cope with their problem, where stuttering is identified using a variety of hearing and brain scan tests [11, 26, 31], however, such manual methods are extremely arduous, time-consuming, and expensive. Stuttering detection (SD) can also be adapted towards voice assistants such as Cortona, Alexa, etc. where the automatic speech recognition systems fail to recognize stuttered speech [30].

Most of the previous work in SD explored traditional classifiers mainly on hand-engineered features such as Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), etc [26]. However, the trend has recently shifted towards the deep learning paradigm-based SD. Kourkounakis et al. [14] exploited residual network in conjunction with bi-directional long short-term memory (ResNet+BiLSTM) on a small subset of speakers (25) from the UCLASS dataset. Sheikh et al. [27] approached SD as a multi-class classification problem and introduced StutterNet which is based on a time delay neural network (TDNN) on a large set of speakers (100+) on the UCLASS dataset. Another study by Lea et al. [15] proposed a new SEP-28k stuttering dataset and used ConvLSTM on top of phoneme features for SD. A recent study carried out by Sheikh et al. [28] introduces adversarial learning to unlearn the podcast information from a speech utterance to learn robust stutter representations that are stutter discriminative, and at the same time are podcast invariant. Recently, Bayerl et al. [6] demonstrated the usefulness of leveraging features extracted from self-supervised pre-trained models that are trained on enormous datasets by utilizing the Wav2Vec2.0 model as a feature extractor. In a related study by Sheikh et al. [29], embeddings from the emphasized channel attention, propagation, and aggregation-time-delay neural network (ECAPA-TDNN) were also examined in addition to Wav2Vec2.0 embeddings in SD domain.

Our contribution to ComParE 2022 KSF-C stuttering sub-challenge explores end-to-end and self-supervised systems. For end-to-end systems, we use StutterNet [27] and ResNet+BiLSTM [14] with MFCC input features computed from KSoF dataset, and for addressing limited data issue, we explored self-supervised pre-trained speech embeddings extracted from various layers of Wav2vec2.0 model [4]. In addition, we demonstrate the impact and concatenation of Wav2vec2.0 layer embeddings in SD.

2 OVERVIEW OF THE CHALLENGE
The ACM Multimedia 2022 Computational Paralinguistics Challenge (ComParE) proposes four sub-competitions including Vocalisations, Stuttering, Activity, & Mosquitoes [24]. Among these, we only focus on the Stuttering (KSF-C) sub-challenge. In this sub-challenge, the task is to classify the speech segments into one of...
the eight categories including filler, garbage, prolongation, sound repetition, block, modified, word repetition, and no disfluency. The details about the stuttering challenge, KSoF dataset, and its partitioning are available in [24].

3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

3.1 End-to-End Systems

In end-to-end speech classification systems, the model directly maps the input speech (e.g. raw speech or features such as MFCCs [10]) into its corresponding class. This involves a single-phase model training. In this work, we utilize two end-to-end models: StutterNet and ResNet+BiLSTM [14].

3.1.1 StutterNet. The StutterNet is based on a time delay neural network which has been proven effective in capturing temporal and contextual aspects of speech signal [20, 27, 33]. It is composed of five time delay layers with the initial layers capturing smaller contexts and deeper ones learning wider contexts in contrast to the standard neural networks which learn wider contexts at initial layers. The output activations from the last layer are fed to the statistical pooling layer to compute the mean and standard deviation across the temporal dimension. This is followed by three fully connected layers with each layer followed by a ReLU activation function. We apply batch normalization after each layer except the statistical pooling layer.

The KSoF dataset provided in this challenge is highly imbalanced [24]. To address the class imbalance, we used cost-level and architecture-level approaches. For cost-level, we penalize the majority class by modifying the standard cross entropy as:

$$L_{WCE} = \frac{1}{B} \sum_{b=1}^{B} \sum_{i \in b} \frac{1}{C_i} \sum_{c_i \in C} a_{i,c} \log(p_{i,c})$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $B$ is the total batches, $N$ is the number of stuttered speech samples in a batch $b$, $a_{i,c} = \frac{N_{c_i}}{N}$ ($N$ is the number of training samples, $C$ is the number of classes), $N_{c_i}$ is the number of training samples for class $c_i$, $p_{i,c} = \frac{\sum_q a_{i,c,q}}{\sum_q a_{i,c,q}}$ is the predicted probability of class $c_i$ of sample $i$.

For architecture-level, we use multi-branch training scheme similar to the work from Lea et al. [15], Sheikh et al. [28, 29]. This comprises a base encoder $E(\theta_e)$ followed by two parallel branches referred as DisfluentBranch $D(\theta_d)$ and FluentBranch $F(\theta_f)$. The embeddings generated by $E(\theta_e)$ are simultaneously passed to both the FluentBranch and DisfluentBranch, where the FluentBranch is trained to distinguish between fluent and disfluent samples, and the DisfluentBranch is trained to differentiate and classify the disfluent1 sub categories with an overall objective function to optimize as:

$$L_{tot}(\theta_e, \theta_f, \theta_d) = L_f(\theta_f, \theta_d) + L_d(\theta_e, \theta_d)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

3.1.2 ResNet+BiLSTM. The ResNet+BiLSTM based SD, proposed by Kourkoumakis et al. [14] comprises residual unit with 18 convolution blocks to capture stutter-specific features. These features are then provided to two recurrent layers, with each layer having

---

The equation (3) is then augmented by a diversity loss. For details, please refer to the paper by Baevski et al. [4].
We train the MB StutterNet with two input features including with Adam optimizer on a cross entropy loss function. (Table 1 summarizes the results of our experiments on KSoF dataset. The shallow NNet is composed of two branches with FluentBranch \( L_f \) and DisfluentBranch \( L_d \) similar to equation (2) using a learning rate of 1e-2, with a batch size of 128 over 50 epochs. The shallow NNet is composed of two branches with FluentBranch and DisfluentBranch with each branch having three fully connected (FC) layers. Each FC layer is followed by a ReLU activation function \( [2] \) and a 1D-batch normalization \( [12] \). A dropout \( [32] \) of 0.5 is applied to the first two FC layers. A patience of seven is applied to stop the training. We train the MB StutterNet with two input features including 20 \( \times \) 768 MFCCs and 768 \( \times \) 768 speech embeddings extracted from Wav2Vec2.0. For support vector machines (SVM) \( [17] \), we experiment with different kernels including linear, polynomial, Radial basis function, and sigmoid, however, in this paper, we report the results only with the linear kernel. For K-nearest neighbor (KNN) \( [17] \), we choose the value of K = 5 empirically by grid search using the elbow method with \( p = 2 \) (Euclidean) distance metric. A statistical pooling (mean and standard deviation) is applied to Wav2Vec2.0 768 \( \times \) 768 speech embeddings before passing them to KNN, naive Bayes classifier (NBC) \( [17] \), SVM, and NNet downstream classifiers. We use PyTorch \( [19] \) and Scikit-learn \( [21] \) for implementation purposes.

### 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### 4.1 Training Details

We train the MB StutterNet and a shallow neural network (NNet) with Adam optimizer on a cross entropy loss function \( (L = L_f + L_d, \text{FluentBranch loss, } L_d: \text{DisfluentBranch loss similar to equation (2)}) \) using a learning rate of 1e-2, with a batch size of 128 over 50 epochs. The shallow NNet is composed of two branches with FluentBranch and DisfluentBranch with each branch having three fully connected (FC) layers. Each FC layer is followed by a ReLU activation function \( [2] \) and a 1D-batch normalization \( [12] \). A dropout \( [32] \) of 0.5 is applied to the first two FC layers. A patience of seven is applied on validation loss to stop the training. We train the MB StutterNet with two input features including 20 \( \times \) 768 MFCCs and 768 \( \times \) 768 speech embeddings extracted from Wav2Vec2.0. For support vector machines (SVM) \( [17] \), we experiment with different kernels including linear, polynomial, Radial basis function, and sigmoid, however, in this paper, we report the results only with the linear kernel. For K-nearest neighbor (KNN) \( [17] \), we choose the value of K = 5 empirically by grid search using the elbow method with \( p = 2 \) (Euclidean) distance metric. A statistical pooling (mean and standard deviation) is applied to Wav2Vec2.0 768 \( \times \) 768 speech embeddings before passing them to KNN, naive Bayes classifier (NBC) \( [17] \), SVM, and NNet downstream classifiers. We use PyTorch \( [19] \) and Scikit-learn \( [21] \) for implementation purposes.

#### 4.2 Evaluation

Table 1 summarizes the results of our experiments on KSoF dataset provided in this ComParE challenge \( [24] \). We first train the end-to-end single branched version of StutterNet and ResNet+BiLSTM \( [14] \) models on MFCC input features using a standard cross entropy loss function. Due to the class imbalance nature in KSoF dataset provided in this ComParE challenge, the models are skewed towards majority class recognition including blocks, modified, and no_disfluencies as can be confirmed by the results Table 1. We then applied cost-based approach by modifying the standard cross entropy using equation (1) with an aim to focus more on the minority classes. We found a huge improvement in garbage and word repetitions category using ResNet+BiLSTM, and, we found prolongations, fillers, and sound repetitions are the most difficult to recognize for ResNet+BiLSTM based model. For WCE based StutterNet, we found improvement in garbage, fillers, prolongations and word repetitions. Similar to ResNet+BiLSTM, we found that the sound repetitions are still the most challenging to identify. Further, we applied a multi-branched training scheme to our baselines, and, we found that except for word repetition and no_disfluencies classes, the MB StutterNet shows respectively a huge improvement of 600\%, 275\%, 280\%, 4.63\%, and 9.85\% in garbage, fillers, prolongation, sound repetition, blocks, and modified over the baseline.

In the SSL setup, we experiment with different speech embeddings extracted from various layers of a Wav2Vec2.0 pre-trained model. The extracted speech embeddings improve the detection performance of almost all the classes over the baseline. Similar to Schuller et al. \( [24] \), we also found that the word repetitions are the most challenging ones to recognize. Among the various layers, layer five (L5) shows the best performance on UAR with all the downstream classifiers except for NBC, where, speech embeddings from layer nine (L9) perform better. Figure 3 shows the impact of various speech layer embeddings in SD with downstream classifiers. As presented by the plots, the first initial and last layers show lower UAR in comparison to the middle layers. We hypothesize that the lower layer speech representations contain information only from smaller contexts, and passing this information after statistical pooling to SVM, KNN, NBC, and NNet further inhibits it in learning stutter-specific patterns. Furthermore, Shah et al. \( [25] \) have also shown that the middle layers are good at capturing fluency and pronunciation features which are extremely important for stuttering detection, while initial layers of Wav2Vec2.0 exhibit more deviation in learning fluency (e.g., speech rate, pauses, etc.) and pronunciation (e.g., vowels, consonants, syllables, stress, etc.) features. The trend...
We make use of the fact that each layer of the Wav2Vec2.0 model has different information and passing the summation over all layers (\(\sum_{i} L_{i}\)) results in a relative improvement of 31.32%, and 33.81% on the validation set, and 1.49% and 5.45% on the test set respectively. This work presents our contribution to the ComParE competition (18-CE36- 0008-03) in the framework of the project ANR BENEPHIDIRE (Ours) MB StutterNet + \(\sum_{i} L_{i}\) 41.0 42.7

Table 1: SD Results in Accuracy and UAR (G: Garbage, Fi: Fillers, P: Prolongation, SR: SoundRepetition, B: Block, M: Modified, WR: Word Repetition, ND: no_disfluencies, TA; Total Accuracy, BL: Baseline, CE: Cross Entropy, WCE: Weighted Cross Entropy, UAR: Unweighted Average Recall, \(L_{i}\): Embeddings from Layer \(i\), *+” is Concatenation, \(\sum_{i} L_{i}\): Summing Information Over all Embedding Layers).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>Fi</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>WR</th>
<th>ND</th>
<th>TA</th>
<th>UAR(Val)</th>
<th>UAR(Test)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM (Linear)</td>
<td>L5</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>69.61</td>
<td>22.64</td>
<td>23.68</td>
<td>32.69</td>
<td>70.27</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>67.57</td>
<td>56.93</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>41.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM (Linear)</td>
<td>MFCCs+L5</td>
<td>21.21</td>
<td>59.80</td>
<td>26.42</td>
<td>26.32</td>
<td>39.42</td>
<td>71.35</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>56.08</td>
<td>52.34</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>42.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM (Linear)</td>
<td>L9</td>
<td>45.46</td>
<td>41.18</td>
<td>30.19</td>
<td>26.32</td>
<td>39.42</td>
<td>70.81</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>80.56</td>
<td>29.84</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>NA(^{3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM (Linear)</td>
<td>MFCCs</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>59.80</td>
<td>26.42</td>
<td>10.53</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>75.14</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>81.08</td>
<td>59.17</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM (Linear)</td>
<td>L5</td>
<td>15.15</td>
<td>71.57</td>
<td>32.08</td>
<td>15.79</td>
<td>39.42</td>
<td>76.22</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>57.43</td>
<td>54.79</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>40.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM (Linear)</td>
<td>L5:L9</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>81.37</td>
<td>28.30</td>
<td>28.95</td>
<td>50.96</td>
<td>74.60</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>54.50</td>
<td>55.40</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>42.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{3}\)We are only allowed to submit five UAR results on the test set due to the restriction in this ComParE challenge.

also shows that the UAR curve decreases for the last layers. This is most likely due to the reason that the Wav2Vec2.0 model is fine-tuned and adapted towards the ASR task, and it is quite possible that the information such as prosody, stress, and emotion state gets diluted, as also can be confirmed from the study by Shah et al. [25].

5 CONCLUSION

This work presents our contribution to the ComParE competition by addressing the stuttering sub-challenge using end-to-end and pre-trained self-supervised models. In comparison to the best baseline (CBL), the Wav2Vec2.0 speech embeddings based SD system outperforms by a relative margin of 5.69% in UAR on the test set. The KSoF stuttering dataset provided in this challenge is highly imbalanced similar to the SEP-28k dataset, and in addition, the meta-data information such as age, transcription, and speaker information is also absent that could have been exploited to make the SD models more robust.
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